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Introduction
Dear Library Supporters,
The New Rochelle Public Library is a vital learning center of our community, a place where children discover the
world of books and learning, where teenagers find help with school projects, where adults escape a hectic day
by reading favorite authors, where job seekers locate resources and expertise, and where the entire community
finds programs to expand their personal and community-wide horizons.
Among the many evolving changes are the digitization of content, a sea change in the way people seek
information, the introduction of new communication technologies, transformations in the publishing industry,
and a growing, diverse population in New Rochelle. Library use is also changing, and includes workforce
development, immigration resource centers, and small business incubators.
This strategic plan will be an essential tool for guiding library staff, the Board of Trustees, and other advocates in
meeting these and other challenges. The plan was developed by the Strategic Planning Committee of the New
Rochelle Public Library Board of Trustees, with input from the community, and identifies key strategic priorities
for the next few years for serving people of all ages, maintaining the library’s physical and technological
infrastructure, and responding to rapid change.
The New Rochelle Public Library consists of a dedicated staff, generous volunteers, and enthusiastic residents.
We are committed to continue building a community center for learning about, engaging in, and discovering
the world we all live in.
Today’s libraries are serving a new role as a platform for lifelong learning and economic and social development.
The New Rochelle Public Library stands ready to meet these challenges.
Sincerely,

Thomas Geoffino				Haina Just-Michael
Director					
President, Board of Trustees
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Positioning the
New Rochelle Public Libr ary
for the Future

I

n 2013, the New Rochelle Public Library began a community-wide planning process to create and develop
a multi-year strategic plan that would guide future development. We were fortunate to be able to build on
our past achievements and position ourselves to anticipate future challenges in a thoughtful manner. At the
same time, facility improvements were already in the pipeline for the children’s area, the first floor adult area, the
lobby and the front entrance area.
The planning committee thought that an open process would result in a more comprehensive and inclusive
result. With that in mind, residents were asked to participate in numerous focus groups, attend a town meeting,
and complete an online survey.
During the course of the planning project, more than 2,200 respondents participated in the project by providing
suggestions, comments, and ideas for the future. We are very grateful for the time that residents devoted to
this process.
The library is committed to being a partner with schools, local colleges, governments, and organizations and
agencies to ensure that the New Rochelle Public Library continues to meet the needs of our community.
Consultants Leslie Burger, Alan Burger, and John Blyberg of Library Development Solutions provided assistance
relative to the planning framework and facilitation of meetings with the public survey and individual focus
groups. Members of our Board of Trustees, our Library Director Thomas Geoffino, and many staff
members participated.
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What We Believe

T

he New Rochelle Public Library is used by thousands daily who value the role
it plays in their lives. Many others appreciate and value the role that the library
plays in the community.

Our Vision for the Future

Shaping the future by preserving our cultural heritage, supporting learning and discovery, and sharing
resources with the community:

Keys to the Past…Gateway to the Future.
Our Mission

The New Rochelle Public Library is where community comes together to learn about, engage in,
and explore the world.

Our Shared Values

The New Rochelle Public Library will fulfill this
mission by embracing the following values:
 Build community by creating connections 		
among New Rochelle’s diverse populations 		
and neighborhoods
 Provide accessible, comfortable, and well-		
maintained facilities where everyone
feels welcome
 Invest in the technology required to create 		
digitally literate citizens
 Offer a great library experience through 		
friendly, knowledgeable, and
well-trained staff
 Promote the literacy, learning, and civic 		
engagement necessary for a vibrant
and healthy democracy
 Serve every segment of our community
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Accomplishments

A

s we look to the future, we also want to acknowledge all
that has been accomplished at the library in recent years.

 Providing all materials and nearly all programming at no cost to the user
 The 2013 renovation of the Ossie Davis Theater
 Popular and successful cultural programming, including music, dance, the Big Read,
One City One Book and BID Family Saturdays
 The 2013 re-carpeting, repainting and refurnishing of the children’s room
 Creating a first-floor librarian service point
 Establishing the Steps To Success homework and tutoring program for elementary and
middle school students
 Ongoing and successful collaboration with Westchester Community College in relation to ESL programming
for our non-English-speaking patrons
 Unprecedented expansion of technology resources, allowing enhanced technology training
 Maintaining and improving our book and non-print collections
designed to meet the interests, desires and needs of our patrons
 Opening the main library for extra hours in the aftermath of
Hurricane Sandy as a refuge for the entire community
 Dedicating the E.L. Doctorow Local History Room and expanding
the largest repository and archive for local history materials
 Participating in the very popular Farmers Market on Library Green
 The addition of OverDrive e-book service
 Creating a large email database of customers in order to 		
communicate the library’s programs and messages
		
 Launching the library’s Facebook page and Twitter feed
 Continuing success of the Library Foundation, the Friends of the
Library and the Partnership for the Huguenot Children’s Library
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 Establishing the very successful Teen Area on the second floor
 Providing leadership and guidance for the Westchester Library System, of which the
NRPL is a leading member
 Obtaining grant awards totaling $1,044,698.38 in 2012, 2013 and 2014
 Voter approval of a $3 million bond supporting major infrastructure repairs
 Obtaining a federal Broadband Technology grant in 2010-2012 supporting additional library services, 		
including workforce development, Spanish language computer training and social services conducted by 		
community partners
 Participating in a three-year, Institute of Museum and Library Services grant, Voices of the Hudson Valley: 		
Bringing New Technology to Old Stories for 21st Century Audiences
 Maintaining and circulating unique materials, especially musical scores, Judaica, and extensive art history 		
book collection
 Awarded three NEA-funded Big Read Grants
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The Opportunity Ahead
An Active Place
In 2013 alone, there were more than 725,000 visits to the library and more than 430,000 items loaned. Our
patrons come to the library in order to navigate the significant changes occurring in publishing, technology,
news, music, teaching, and learning.
Survey participants identified the library primarily as a place to borrow books and materials, attend programs,
browse the collection, and use computers, electronic devices, and Wi-Fi. Survey comments also reinforce the
library’s critical role as a civic and social center of the entire New Rochelle community.
The New Rochelle Public Library is a vibrant and active place. It serves, welcomes, and is enhanced by a broad
diversity of patrons. It seeks to be a relevant, exciting, and accessible center of learning.
We are committed to improving collections, programs, services, and facilities in order to excite and please
all patrons.

The Future New Rochelle Public Library
The needs of library users continue to evolve. Current trends indicate that people are relying on libraries for
technology, print and non-print materials, and cultural and historic resources.1 In addition, people are utilizing
libraries as social gathering spaces, learning and literacy centers, and places for civic engagement. Daily
interactions with many library users have helped shape the new vision and mission of the library.
In order to meet these evolving needs, the New Rochelle Public Library initiated the process that led to this
plan. The plan is a roadmap to ensure that the New Rochelle Public Library accomplishes the following goals to
provide focus and direction from 2015 to 2020:
Goal 1
The NRPL’s welcoming and safe buildings will become a destination for all and
play an active role in building a cohesive, civically engaged community.
Goal 2
The NRPL will increase use of the library through a comprehensive marketing and
branding campaign that encourages people to engage and discover the library.
Goal 3
The NRPL will play a key role in assisting residents with the transition from print
to digital publishing and obtain the skills they need to use these new tools.
Goal 4
The NRPL will sustain and enhance the institution for the future.
1 See recent reports from the Pew Internet Research Project at www.pewinternet.org
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Str ategies
Goal 1:

The New Rochelle Public Library’s welcoming and safe buildings
will become a destination for all and play an active role in
building a cohesive, civically engaged community.
Objective 1:
Provide the facilities to meet the evolving needs of the New Rochelle community
and respond to the dynamic changes in the world.
Action Steps:
a. Include capital improvements as part of the annual budget process
b. Repurpose all reference areas to create additional quiet and group study areas
c. Create the most user-friendly approach to browsing the library’s collections
d. Create more flexible space in order to meet the evolving needs of patrons
e. Create a Friends’ Bookstore in the lobby for visibility and enhanced service
f. Redesign Circulation work area in order to improve efficiency, allow for self-check technology, and to 		
		 provide secure and quiet work space for staff
g. Explore the possibility of creating a coffee bar in the lobby
h. Explore the possibility of extending the Children’s Room into the garden
i. Develop a disaster preparedness plan
Objective 2:
Continue to support and enhance the Huguenot Children’s Library as a valuable, unique and well-used
community resource
Action Steps:
a. Support and enhance technology to improve the patron experience
b. Improve the public desk functionality to support more efficient work flow
c. Increase the material budget for additional print and non-print resources
d. Extend the library to the outdoors: explore adding a back patio awning for PHCL Summer
		Fun programming
e. Hire an hourly cleaner/porter to assist in the upkeep of HCL physical plant
Objective 3:
Continue to review and update the NRPL’s collection pursuant to the current Acquisitions and Weeding Policy
Action Steps:
a. Continue to review and update materials development
b. Support and enhance the materials budget in order to serve patron interests and needs
c. Investigate SIRSI’s reporting software in order to mine data to assist staff in its acquisitions and
		weeding decisions
d. Monitor trends with regard to digital vs. print use of the collection to determine collection spending
Keys to the Past...
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Objective 4:
Provide the training and skills necessary for staff to deliver excellent service
Action Steps:
a. Support training and skills development and continuing education of staff [See also Goal 3, Objective 8]
b. Develop standards for excellent patron service and provide training
c. Create opportunities for professional development and advancement
d. Re-evaluate job descriptions in order to maximize staff strengths and align jobs with current, developing
		 and anticipated library needs
e. Create a Personnel Handbook
f. Implement annual performance reviews for all staff
Objective 5:
Develop a comprehensive volunteer program to provide assistance in the delivery of library service
Action Steps:
a. Establish an internal policy for the successful incorporation of volunteers
b. Develop a volunteer coordinator strategy
c. Work with area library schools and higher education institutions to provide internship opportunities
d. Increase volunteer hours as appropriate
e. Partner with support groups in connection with volunteer opportunities		
Objective 6:
Monitor safety and security and provide a safe experience within and outside the facilities
Action Steps:
a. Review staff and patron input
b. Implement solutions with personnel and technology
c. Collaborate with police, city agencies, and community service organizations
d. Educate and train staff on security matters
Objective 7:
Continue to promote and further the unique and indispensable role of the library as steward of
New Rochelle history
Action Steps:
a. Identify unique collections with broad appeal for digitization
b. Preserve materials with dedicated supplies, technology, and personnel
c. Create an appropriate physical environment (e.g., temperature control) designed to preserve materials
d. Inform the public about collection resources and opportunities to add to the collection
e. Explore the feasibility of creating dedicated space for the exhibition of historical and cultural materials
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Goal 2:

The New Rochelle Public Library will increase use
of the library through a comprehensive marketing
and branding campaign that encourages people to
engage and discover the library
A key challenge for the library in the next few years will be to
increase awareness and use of the library by greater numbers of
residents throughout all neighborhoods of New Rochelle. The
library will invite, welcome, and seek to engage larger numbers
of residents.
Objective 1:
Increase use of library resources
Action Steps:
a. Review and update policies to reflect patrons’ needs
b. Annual review of operating hours
c. Explore the possibility of implementing a “limitless library”,
		 i.e., a loan and transit system between the library and selected school
d. Develop new community-wide campaigns and programs, such as 1,000 books before kindergarten, 		
		 children’s book festival, or similar programs
Objective 2:
Continue and expand programming
Action steps:
a. Continue to offer programming to reach a cross-section of the community by regularly soliciting
		public input
b. Continue developing programs that tap into the academic and cultural talent available in New Rochelle,
		 Westchester County and the Metro NY area, including Iona College, College of New Rochelle, Monroe 		
		 College, and New Rochelle schools
c. Continue programming partnerships with agencies and organizations that service the diverse needs
		of patrons
d. Continue and expand upon workforce development initiatives, including digital literacy training and job,
		 career, and résumé counseling services
e. Continue to build on the success of the Ossie Davis Theater
f. Explore opportunities to partner with entrepreneurs and local businesses
g. Create positive library experiences for middle school and high school students by providing structured
		 after-school programs, such as homework help, tutors, study space, teen tech time with qualified staff 		
		and volunteers
h. Offer new and innovative programs and activities for teens and preteens
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Objective 3:
Increase awareness of the library and its resources
Action steps:
a. Improve outreach to new residents through relationships with local real estate agents and other entry 		
		contacts
b. Increase the number of residents with library cards
c. Continue to update and expand the email database for communications and public awareness
d. Continue the bi-monthly newsletter
e. Develop strategies for interacting with patrons through the use of social media, mobile apps, and the 		
		 introduction of a weekly e-newsletter

Objective 4:
Expand advocacy efforts
Action Steps:
a. Increase cross-promotion activities and events with other local organizations and businesses
b. Consider colorful banners on all outside walls to make the library impossible to miss
c. Build the museum pass program for library users
d. Support the growth of the Friends of the New Rochelle Public Library, the New Rochelle Library 		
		 Foundation and the Partnership for the Huguenot Children’s Library
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Goal 3:

The New Rochelle Public Library will play a key role in assisting residents with the
transition from print to digital publishing and to obtain the skills they need to use these
new tools
Technology is the critical component of today’s public library. The library serves four generations of residents
and users with varied needs and skills. The primary challenge the library faces is how to serve all ages with a
combination of both traditional and new formats and content. Combined with the need to manage collections
and resources, which are rapidly changing, is the need to provide, staff and facilities that can accommodate this
transition.
This goal concerns a complete integration of technology and digital resources into everything that takes place in
the library. The library will continue to provide the most current technology tools as well as technical assistance
and instruction as the idea of encouraging digital literacy resonates with all stakeholders.
Through 2019, the New Rochelle Public Library will:
Objective 1:
Provide technology to support the computing and communication needs of all patrons
Action Steps:
a. Plan to replace PCs and servers, as well as alternatives such as tablets, laptops, and small notebooks, on a
		 four-year cycle as needed and as allowed by funding
b. Add additional electronic devices, especially in the
		 teen area and first floor
c. Ensure that computer technology has sufficient
		 capacity, compatibility, and productivity tools to
		 meet patron and operational needs
d. Monitor traffic and increase broadband capacity and
		 coverage as needed throughout the library to 		
		 provide seamless wireless access
Objective 2:
Upgrade and maintain wireless routers and access points to
meet patron needs
Action Steps:
a. Continue to monitor wireless access point usage and
		 determine replacement needs
b. Upgrade capacity and access to allow wireless printing
		 from any library location and any electronic device
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Objective 3:
Maintain an online catalog that meets the needs of library staff and patrons
Action Steps:
a. Improve collaboration with Westchester Library System (WLS) in order to update the online catalog
b. Participate with WLS and member libraries in online catalog user group meetings
c. Participate with WLS and member libraries in the process that will result in the next generation of the 		
		online catalog

Objective 4:
Implement self-checkout
Action Steps:
a. Elicit user experiences with self-checkout from other WLS libraries
b. Investigate up-to-date materials security systems for compatibility with self-checkout systems

Objective 5:
Create a new, easy to use, and appealing website
Action Steps:
a. Assemble a project team to address the library website
b. Choose a website platform that will allow for easy updating
c. Introduce the new website to the public
d. Use the website to identify and engage target audiences
e. Introduce mobile apps to download library resources

Objective 6:
Provide technology devices to lend to users and staff, including laptops, tablets, e-readers and other
mobile devices.
Action Steps:
a. Make it easy for patrons and staff to learn on new devices and formats by offering regular opportunities
		for instruction
b. Purchase and lend laptops or netbooks for in-house use by patrons and staff
c. Purchase and lend iPads, Kindles, and other electronic devices preloaded with content for patrons
		and staff
d. Continue to upgrade and replace work spaces to allow power access
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Objective 7
Create an NRPL engage-and-discover technology zone
Action Steps:
a. Create a dedicated location with the appropriate infrastructure for patrons to learn and use new devices
		 and resources, including downloading eBooks, using Overdrive, Freading, Freegal, Toolbox, OneDigital 		
		 and other new and emerging technologies
b. Introduce Whiteboard technology that supports the library’s technology training

Objective 8:
Adopt a co-learning environment in which staff members learn about new technologies
Action Steps:
a. Offer regular instruction and discussion sessions in which staff can learn or practice new skills and 		
		technology services
b. Provide opportunities for staff to share information gleaned from outside technology services programs
		 and professional education

Objective 9
Create a staff committee to improve organizational efficiency and collaboration through technology
Action Steps:
a. Consider Active Directory or the equivalent
b. Consider Virtual Desktop or the equivalent
c. Partner with other organizations and institutions on operational options and outcomes
d. Consider other current opportunities for operational improvement periodically
e. Report recommendations to NRPL Board periodically
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Goal 4:

The New Rochelle Public Library will
sustain and enhance the institution for
the future
Objective 1:
Given the constraints of government funding,
and the increasing needs and costs of library
operations, the NRPL will investigate and maximize
all alternative revenue sources for the library

c.
		
d.
		
		
		
e.
f.
g.

Action Steps:
a. Continue to pursue all grant and 			
		
philanthropic opportunities
b. Pursue community partnerships in
		
order to qualify for and strengthen
		
grant opportunities
Continue to pursue additional value-added, revenue-producing services, such as passport center, 		
EZPass service, and technology services
Explore revenue opportunities vis-à-vis the library’s real property, including, for example, the
Ossie Davis Theater (for teleconferenced meetings), the third floor computer room (for outside 			
organization programming, training, and education), and the Alphabet Garden (for private
events and programs)
Consider selling additional branded items and workplace accessories
Consider accepting non-cash payment methods
Explore the online catalog cash management software package

Objective 2
Strengthen the relationship among the New Rochelle Public Library (NRPL), the New Rochelle Public Library
Foundation (NRPLF), the Friends of the New Rochelle Public Library (The Friends) and the Partnership for the
Huguenot Children’s Library (PHCL)
Action Step:
a. Convene regular meetings with representatives from the NRPL, NRPLF, The Friends and PHCL in order to
		 facilitate cooperation and to share initiatives
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ASSESSMENT
The New Rochelle Public Library will pursue the stated goals and objectives throughout 2015–2019, according
to the capacity of staff and constraints of a voted annual budget. The Director will work with department heads
to form in-house committees, which will be tasked with prioritizing and making recommendations for the action
steps and plan objectives. The Director and an appointed Steering Committee will oversee the implementation
of the Strategic Plan. The Director will prepare regular progress assessments, including measures of timeliness,
organization, responsibility and overall effectiveness in pursuing the enumerated goals and objectives within
the context of the New Rochelle Public Library’s overall mission.
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